
 
DDDS Ballet and Pointe 

with 
Jen Lehaney, Miranda Harig, & Lily Adams 

 

Description: Ballet is a classical form of dance that becomes the basis for other genres of dance including Jazz, Lyrical, and Modern 
dance.  Ballet technique used is derived from Cecchetti and Vaganova schools.  Classical etiquette is emphasized and will teach the 
students respect for the art form.  Depending on the level, different styles of ballet will be explored.  

Attire:  Black leotards, pink tights, dance skirts (if ok with teacher), and teacher may require a dance belt. Hair should be secured in a 
bun.  Ballet shoes can be canvas or leather but must fit tight to the foot. Ballet attire is very specific and must be followed or student 
will not be able to participate in class. 

Class Descriptions:  

Teen Ballet:  This class is for the older beginner ballet student.  Much of this class will be done at the barre. Class focus will be on 
basic vocabulary of ballet, basic ankle and hip strengthening, flexibility work, torso alignment, and arms and head placement. This 
is a technique class and will not perform a piece for our annual show. 

Combo Ballet Lyrical Beginner 1- This class is for any child that would like to begin learning the basics of classical ballet, stretching 
techniques for flexibility, and poise and posture. The student will begin getting familiar with technical ballet terminology. Also we 
introduce beginning lyrical dance. This class will perform a piece in our annual show. 

Ballet Intermediate 1:  This class is for the beginning ballet student who is new to ballet or has been through the Beginner ballet 
class and has moved to the next level.  Much of this class will be done at the barre. Class focus will be on basic vocabulary of ballet, 
basic ankle and hip strengthening, flexibility work, torso alignment, and arms and head placement. This is a technique class and 
will not perform a piece for our annual show. 

Ballet Advanced 2-3: This class will work towards strengthening of ankles and hips as a Pointe prep as well as to become more 
technical dancers. Concentration is on alignment of torso, carriage of arms and head, introduction of dynamics in ballet, musicality, 
and how to apply ballet technique to other forms of dance. Students will utilize barre and center. This is a technique class and will 
not perform a piece for our annual show. 

Ballet Advanced 4: This class will concentrate on strengthening of ankles and hips, flexibility, alignment of torso, carriage of arms 
and head, use of dynamics in ballet, musicality, and more intricate patterns and combinations. Expectations are higher to achieve 
technique at a quicker period and to apply corrections in a more immediate manner.  Students will utilize barre and center. This 
is a technique class and will not perform a piece for our annual show. Students must make up any missed classes. 

Ballet Advanced 5 This class will concentrate on strengthening of ankles and hips, flexibility, alignment of torso, carriage of arms 
and head, complex dynamics of ballet dance musicality, and difficult, lengthy combinations and movements. Expectations are 
higher to achieve technique at a quicker period and to apply corrections immediately.  Students will utilize barre and center. This 
is a technique class and will not perform a piece for our annual show. Students must make up any missed classes. 

Pointe Advanced 1, Pointe Advanced 2:  This class is only offered to those students who have completed a pre-pointe class and 
who are taking multiple ballet classes a week. Pointe technique is taken very seriously to protect from injury.  Time spent at the 
barre and center and continual strength exercises will need to be continued in order for student to remain dancing at this level. 
Students will perform a piece in our annual show.  

If you ever have any questions, concerns, etc…please schedule an appointment with your child’s teacher or studio director or feel 
free to call & or email us.   

 
 
 



 
 
 

Welcome to your Dance Class…..We’re looking forward to a great year!! 

 
DDDS Studio Rules: 
• Dancers are not allowed to have any food, gum, candy or drinks during class.   

• No running inside the studio – the floors can be slippery, and we don’t want anyone to get hurt. 

• No hanging on the ballet barre– dancers should only use the barre after specific instruction from their teacher. 

• Do not touch the mirrors – please keep hands, feet, etc. off the mirrors. 

 
Additional Tips for our young Dance Students: 
• It is helpful for each dancer to have their own dance bag.  This should contain only the shoes required for class.  (Please, no 

toys, makeup, food, drink, etc.) 

• Please put your child’s name on the inside or bottom of each shoe, dance bag, etc.  Ballet slippers with long ties should be 
knotted and cut, so they do not come untied during class. If tap shoes have elastic, dancers will not need the original ties. 

• Dancers should enter the class wearing their ballet slippers and carrying their dance bag (with tap shoes inside). Midway through 
the class, the teachers will assist them with changing into their tap shoes. No parents in the dance room.  

• Please try to have your child use the restroom before class.  If a bathroom break is necessary, the teacher will bring your child 
to you, and you may take them to the restroom. 

Holiday music: 
We do use holiday themed music during the fall/winter months.  Please inform your teacher if this will make your child 
uncomfortable & we can make adjustments.  


